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Where is beauty?
Filmplan by Mees Bergshoeff

CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHICAL FILM THAT TAKES YOU INTO AN ABSURD SEARCH
FOR BEAUTY IN OUR SOCIETY.
I INVESTIGATE IN A CINEMATIC OBSERVATION IN THE FORM OF A FIVE CHAPTER
ANTHOLOGY MOVIE: WHAT CONSTITUTES BEAUTY?

Motivation
I started doing research in philosophy. Philosophy is
about questioning, asking yourself things, holding
up a mirror to yourself and your society. Why do we
do the things we do? And how do we do them? And
does it actually make sense? It is not about finding
answers, but about continuing to question yourself,
to remain fluid, and thus to gain a better overview. It
can be about tradition, habit, customs, upbringing
and our natural wishes and desires. Wouldn't it be
nice to be freed from our prejudices by starting to
reflect. Therefore, I would like to make a contemporary philosophical film that takes you
on an absurd search for beauty in our society, so that hopefully through these peeps we
can reflect on ourselves and the society we live in.
Plato made the link between ethics and aesthetic. He defined beauty as that form of the
good that is not inherently pursuit-worthy, like a virtue, or rather useful means to
something else, like a medicine. Beauty has been important since the beginning of
humanity. The Five Thousand Year Old pots found were already decorated for no reason.
According to Kant, a moment of beauty generates a self-contained experience. In such a
feeling of happiness, thinking and wanting slide into the background and in the
foreground comes feeling openness. The feeling that comes to the fore is only a reaction
to form, you may not connect anything else to it with refraction to truth and goodness.
You have the feeling that everything is right, without any importance.
Why we feel that everything is right cannot be grasped by our mind. An experience of
beauty is conceptless, it is only a matter of feeling. At the moment of a experience of
beauty, you do not think, you feel that it is right, this feeling feels like Its promising you
that it is good. An experience of beauty is connected with hope. But only maybe, we
cannot know if it is right because we do not know the world "an sich".
I feel an unsatisfied representation of human beings in film. A human being is more than
stereotypes and assumptions. A human being is in connection with the other and the
world around them. Without each other, we do not exist. Interpretations are fluid and
personally interpretable for each person. I often see in film humans portrayed as "a single
story" as Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie would say. Man is portrayed as a stereotype, and
does not surprise you. But a human being is not a story. How often are you in conflict with
yourself and your two thoughts? About who you are and what other people might make
assumptions about your facade, your representation? We cannot be one story, we are all
of them.

Quotes filosofen
Plato: ‘Beautiful objects are
whispering important truths to us
about the good life, they help to
educate our souls.’
Robin George Collingwood: ‘Art
is a way to reflect on yourself.
You get to know yourself and
your taste. What you want
through art.’
Bataille: ‘Such a useless beautiful
gesture gives meaning to an act
in a world which is devoid of
meaning. With beauty we give
meaning to our meaningless
lives.’ Quotes filosofen

Kant: 'Beauty has a purely
subjective, bodily reaction on
our organism. It works
differently with beauty, which
requires reflection. Beauty is
based on a cognitive activity:
reason and imagination also
participate during an aesthetic
response, which does not mean
that discussions about beauty
can be definitively settled with
scientific arguments.'
Sagmeister & Walsh: 'Beauty
can transform us. It can change
how we feel, and it can change
how we behave.'
Kant: 'The critique of judgment
about beauty. The object need
not be functional or good.'
Inspiratie filmmakers

For the making process, I take a lot of inspiration from the philosophy of a few filmmakers.
The vague is allowed to be there, the not knowing what the answer is. When you establish
something nothing is left for the imagination. You already give it its purpose. Is it then still
interesting to experience it, if you already know what is coming? I can very much relate to
the mix between Susan Sontag's essay 'Against interpretation', which is about the
negative influence of intuitively wanting to analyze films, in David Lynch and his way of
making films with ideas coming to him. And Tarkovsky who wants to show a character
without the interpretation of the makers. I would like to make active cinema. Cinema
where you actively watch as a viewer. You will fill in yourself what the images mean and
what purpose it has. In this way you will also be confronted with your own thoughts and
prejudices.
The vagueness is allowed to be there, the not knowing what the answer is. When you
establish something there is nothing left to the imagination. You already give it its
purpose, is it still interesting to experience it if you already know what is coming?

David Lynch: ‘The notion that ideas need direct explanation, or to be made sense of soberly,
significantly limits the creative possibilities of their eventual expression. Ideas often seem to exist
outside of space and time, without their own logic or coherence or reason for being. Why should
that quality be undercut when making films?’
‘Intuition is the key to everything, in painting, filmmaking, business - everything. I think you could
have an intellectual ability, but if you can sharpen your intuition, which they say is emotion and
intellect joining together, then a knowingness occurs.’
Andrei Tarkovsky: ‘Using a symbol in film means you created a definite meaning, but art should be
left in interpretation. Tarkovsky’s aim was for the audience to discover meaning for themselves. And
when the methods of a director remain a mystery, they are inclined to find significance in that
meaning. We think further of that what we don't understand. ‘
‘Its because of the ambiguity of the scenes that it allows the audience to create their own meaning.
Some scenes are purely atmospheric.’
Daan Bakker: "I don't start from a story," Bakker continues. "All of a sudden I had a feeling in my
stomach that there was a film that had to come out, without knowing what exactly it was. Kind of
similar to a movie you saw a long time ago.'
John Cleese: 'This is the extraordinary thing about creativity: If just you keep your mind resting
against the subject in a friendly but persistent way, sooner or later you will get a reward from your
unconscious.'
Vincent boy kars: 'Everyone is the director of his own life story. What you make big and let
slide. It's about the process, and not the narrative. I just want to show that everyone is human, no
matter what generation.'

Example Scenes
(1) A young Swedish teenager telling about everything he is afraid of to the viewer.
(2) A smoking pile of sand.
(3) A walking socratic conversation is held between two people about what they think is
aesthetic.

(4) An alien animating "I love you" out of her mouth with red smoke.
(5) “Your existence questioned Like that, taken out of the train, taken of your dignity, a
group that is judging you by the depth of your skin, something they have no idea
of”

(6) A Chinese woman with a voice over telling us that she identifies herself with her
insides and not her appearance. The image looks like we are watching an op-ed
game on a game show. "We are obsessed with ......., over humanity" says the woman
to the viewer.

(7) We look from below at all the windows around and above us. The lives and the
people behind them, and fly into a window.

(8) A group of police officers with animal heads are standing in a fairy forest bent over
the hood of their police van. There is a form under their noses and they don't
understand how to fill it out. They get lost in the fairy forest.

Resource List

Beauty by Sagmeister and Walsch - Phaidon 2018 This book is about the search for beauty in our time. I
hope to take inspiration from this about the form of scenes to be able to set up personal rules about what is
aesthetic for me.
Introducing aesthetics and the philosophy of art by Darren Hudson Hick - bloomsbury 2017 This book is a
basic aesthetics book. I hope to take inspiration from this on the form of scenes to be able to set up
personal rules on what is aesthetic for me.
Basic book of ethics by Martin van Hees, Thomas Nys and Ingrid Robeyns - Boom 2014 This book is a basic
book of ethics. I hope to draw inspiration and thoughtfulness from it about the content and layering of
scenes.
The legacies of the enlightenment, basic book of cultural philosophy by Renee Boomkens - Boom 2010This
book is a basic book of cultural philosophy. I hope to draw inspiration from it about the content and layering
of scenes.
The eight great lessons of nature by Albert Bodde and Gary Ferguson - Have, Ten 2019. What nature
teaches us about the beautiful good life, looking at life on a meta level.
Against interpretation (essay) by Susan Sontag - Farrar, Straus and Giroux 1966
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